Non-disclosure agreement
This agreement is concluded between you and Odessa National Medical University and is valid
indefinitely from the moment of its acceptance.
Please read this agreement on confidentiality and non-disclosure of information about the OSCE exam
(hereinafter referred to as the "Agreement"). By signing it, you confirm that you agree to all terms. If you do
not agree, select "no". In order to be admitted to the exam, you must choose "yes".
CONFIDENTIALITY
The confidentiality of the OSCE exam helps to maintain its value and ensures that only those
students who have mastered the necessary knowledge and competencies can pass the certification.
This exam is confidential information of ONMedU and is protected by intellectual property laws. It
is provided solely to test your knowledge and competence in the disciplines that are being developed.
Any disclosure of the essence of the exam or information related to the exam, including exam
questions and answers, calculations, charts, figures or answer sheets is strictly prohibited. You may not
disclose, distribute, copy, reproduce, publish, summarize, photograph, record, download, transmit or
publish any exam materials or any exam-related information, in whole or in part, in any form. or by any
means currently known or developed in the future. Exceptions are only materials that are published on the
official website of ONMedU.
POLICY ABOUT THE CANDIDATE
You may not take any action that could compromise the confidentiality or results of the OSCE
exam. Members of the examination commission are authorized to immediately take appropriate measures
against examinees who violate the rules of examination. You will be prohibited from continuing to take
the OSCE exam, or the result of your exam may be declared invalid if the examination board considers
that you have violated this Agreement or committed any of the following offenses:
1. Providing access to, disclosure, distribution, copying, photographing, recording, downloading,
publishing, displaying or transmitting any information related to the exam, in any form or by any means.
2. Distortion of your personality or pretending to be another person.
3. Modify an exam, exam score, or any exam record.
4. Providing or receiving inadequate assistance during the exam.
5. Search for or gain unauthorized access to the electronic system of the OSCE exam, or to any
information related to such exams (including the use of materials to "unload the brain" and / or
unauthorized publication of exam questions with or without answers).
6. Use of unauthorized items when taking the exam, including mobile phones, electronic devices,
laptops, watches and smart watches, headphones, other gadgets, notes, documentation or other content.
7. Violation of norms of behavior and moral and ethical code of ONMedU, violation of
requirements and rules of passing the exam.
8. Trying to fail the exam in any way.
9. Participate in any misconduct that may compromise the confidentiality, integrity, or security of
the exam.
Emphasize:
So, I accept

No, I do not accept

Name
Date

Signature

